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Ten years ago in Austin...



Best hopes

• What are your best hopes 
-for yourself from the conference?
-for the conference?

                           ... Our best hopes...?



Dyma ni yn awr ar daith ein gobaith

                                            Morgan John Rhys, 1792 

‘Here we are now on the journey of our hope’



Some tributaries and influences



Gale Miller (2014)
• Culture & SF
• Future considerations...
• ‘The first focuses on how an intercultural 

perspective challenges aspects of the dominant 
discourse in the Solution-Focused world...’ 

• including ‘the individualistic assumptions that 
pervade Solution-Focused discourse’



Peter Sundman (2018)
• Best hopes for the future
• ‘Megatrends’
• ‘SFT could be used as a tool in the sustainability 

process if someone would scale (up) SFT for world 
and national institutions’

• ‘“Why not take a more active stance? SF surely 
could make a difference in many strands of life!”’ ...



A part of my journey

• 2014 - 2018
Chair, British Association
of Social Workers (BASW)

• Development of
campaigning role 



• 2017 
- Frankfurt conference

• Open Space discussion
- SF & Politics 

What are your best hopes?
                    to
What are our best hopes?
                   idea



• Suzi Curtis 
& Steve Flatt, 
Liverpool, England

• Working with 
homeless people

• Out of the clinic, 
into the community









Resources for the journey of our hope            

• Happiness as a way of acting in the world
Aristotle

• Joy as movement, towards ‘greater perfection’ (and people 
as always interconnected)

Spinoza
‘Radical happiness’ - when people share a sense of ‘true 
participation in society’ 

Adrienne Rich

Raymond Williams

From individual happiness to collective joy - Lynne Segal                                    



Resources for the journey of our hope            

‘The triggers for joy are almost always something others 
might share, at least potentially, even if we experience 
them alone‘                                            

Lynne Segal 

Raymond Williams

Audre Lorde

‘The sharing of joy... forms a bridge between the sharers’

“All of these things about solution-focused I really, really 
love, and I’m excited by it, and it’s the first time I’ve been 
excited about this kind of thing for a long time”

Caroline 



Forming some bridges
• Groups of three
• Take it in turns to share a moment of joy from your 

time in the solution-focused community - when you 
were learning, doing, talking about, reading about, 
using, teaching... solution-focused practice

• 2nd & 3rd people to share - start by saying 
(something like) “Your moment reminds me of a 
moment for me, when...”

• Now everyone, think of one word that summarises your 
moment, and get ready to shout it out!



Public Feelings Project

• International Day of the Politically Depressed

• How about 

an International Day of the Politically Collectively Joyful?

Ann Cvetkovich



SF World Day! 
3 May 2019







The Solution-Focused Collective

• The Solution-Focused Collective is a new initiative

• We are meeting face-to-face and people can join in virtually too 

• We will meet and talk on social media, by email, and in ways that have yet 
to be established and that as yet we probably don’t even know about

• Our activities, which will be guided by the manifesto, are yet to be 
determined and we are open to all ideas

• To become involved, and/or to comment on the draft manifesto, email us 
at solfocollective@gmail.com 

From Liverpool to Sofia to Boulder

and the draft manifesto
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A draft solution-focused manifesto for 
social change

• Both individual and social change

• Working towards social justice

• To realise our hopes, we aim to develop our solution-
focused practice so that:

• We call on our fellow solution-focused practitioners!

Headings



The London Solution-Focused Group
A local community of SF practitioners

Meeting every two months for the past 10+ years  



Elfie & Dominik
(& Bibi & Hearty)



Hope Not Hate



A Proposal

‘Hopeful Conversations – 
contributing to ending 
homelessness in Croydon’

• ‘...with starting 
points such as:

• How welcoming (on 
a scale of 0 – 10) is 
Croydon to people 
who have nowhere 
permanent to live?

• ...
• Conversations would 

be held in public 
settings...’

•



• Communities of Practice - “groups of people who share a 
concern or a passion for something they do and learn how 
to do it better as they interact regularly” 

Etienne Wenger





Next steps on the journeys of our hopes

• What steps might you take, when you're back in your 
home and work communities, that might move you 
nearer to realising your hopes from the conference?

• And if being here was to help us in taking those steps, 
what might we notice about ourselves over the next 
couple of days?
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